17-19 August 2021
Shangri-La Centre,
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

The annual ICMC is the platform event for
the global mining industry, and a ﬁxture on
the calendars of many mining professionals.
This meeting provides a forum for attendees
from a variety of disciplines to exchange
ideas, learn about new developments in the
ﬁeld of mine closure, and focus on the
pressing issues facing the mine closure
community globally.

The MC2021 will provide you an excellent
opportunity to expand your experience with
the latest mine closure planning, technology
and processes delivered by industry experts
from around the world.
It provides opportunities to network with
global experts coming from diversity of
disciplines, and explore the latest mine
closure methodologies and technique
breakthroughs.

Organizers

Format

◆ Keynote addresses

Conference will be held for 3-day and
accompanied by short courses on a range
of topics of immediate interest and
relevance, followed by ﬁeld trips

Globally recognized industry thought leaders
will deliver their insights into mine closure,
summarize advancements, and discuss the
future trends.

◆ Exhibition

◆ Plenary sessions

During the conference, for three days, the
Exhibition will provide unique business
opportunities for consulting companies and
all related service providers.

Authors will present their original researches,
focusing on a theme of the sessions, from
multiple perspectives, providing a coherent
perspective for further discussion.

◆ Field Trips

◆ Workshops

All day or overnight ﬁeld trip to Oyu Tolgoi,
Erdenet or Nalaikh mines after the
Conference. The ﬁeld trip will reﬂect the
theme of the ICMC 2021, enhancing the
sessions and will be both educational and
entertaining.

Industry experts will lead short,
practice-based workshops on topics of
relevance to the practitioners. The workshops
provide an opportunity to discuss latest
breakthroughs of researches and will be
mostly held in question-answer format.

Who should
attend
This conference should be of value to all
professionals across the entire mining
industry, including:

◆ Exploration: geology,
geotechnology, hydrogeology,
geochemistry
◆ Mineralogy/Metallurgy

◆ Government
◆ Management/ Leadership/
Community relation
◆ Consulting: sustainability,
environment, remediation
and rehabilitation, social
license
◆ Engineering: mining,
planning, project,
mechanics, environment

Call for papers
Prospective authors in the minerals industry
are invited to submit titles and abstracts of
their papers on research or work being done
for the Mine Closure 2021.

Why present a paper?
Presenting a paper is a great opportunity to:
◆ Your work will be internationally recognized
◆ Your experience and knowledge will be shared
◆ You will enrich your experience via being
connected with industry thought leaders and
various ﬁeld of experts

Topics
◆ Planning; Landform design
◆ Relinquishment; Decommissioning

Exhibition
/Sponsorship
Sponsorship opportunities are
available. Companies wishing to
sponsor or exhibit should contact the
Conference Executive Manager.

◆ Liabilities and Legacy management
◆ Financing and cost estimation

Contact

◆ Water management; Waste management

Bayarmagnai Tsedenbaljir

◆ Geochemistry; Site remediation and impact
management
◆ Stakeholders and community
◆ Land rehabilitation and ecosystem restoration

Distinguished themes
◆ Mine closure in developing countries
◆ Top 10 business risks in mining and mine
closure
◆ Permafrost Taiga to Gobi Desert: Mine closure
at varying ecosystems

Conference Executive Manager

Tel: +976 7711 1100 (ofﬁce)
+976 8811 9902 (mobile)
E-mail: bayarmagnai.ts@qmc.mn
Address: QMC LLC, J Tower, street of
Auto Zamchid 34, khoroo 1,
Sukhbaatar district, Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia

